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Dear reader,
Today’s business aviation landscape is changing.
A renewed focus on cost control and risk management has
put added responsibilities on you as a leader.
Many ight departments are seeing an expedited urgency for
critical missions- frequently where corporate aircraft are the
only viable means. Concurrently, Principals are expecting a
more secure mode of transport for their loved ones and in
support of their business goals.
Historically, the “aircraft management” model has bene ted
aircraft owners- but in many present situations, that
arrangement can no longer keep up with demand.
As an aviation leader you aim high: 100% mission dispatch
success rate, well-managed costs, and operational security.
We are here to help you with that.

With our Flight Department Creation pedigree, our team
can help you implement or restructure a ight
department built for the internet age, where support
can be off-site and on-demand.
Coupled with continued operational support, we offer a
exible and hassle-free set of mission scheduling and
ITS services. You get our expertise without adding
more folks to your payroll.
When I founded YonderWest, the goal was simplicity
and transparency. This has resonated with the industry
and ight department leaders nationwide- and it’s
turned out to be an award-winning strategy.
In this white paper we will examine the current state of
“Aircraft Management” in North America, and take a
deep dive into the YonderWest approach.
Your ight department’s success starts with a short and
con dential conversation. Let’s have that conversation.

YonderWest is built on two core services:
• Remote Operational Support
• Flight Department Creation

Sincerely,

These core lines of business are YonderWest evolved
products.
Neil Everett Capano

“Success is where preparation
and opportunity meet”
Call us 24/7: 805-550-2156
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– Bobby Unser
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A Message from Neil

For Aircraft
Management Clients
Often, management services are sold under the
premise of cost savings, and overall simpli cation.

The aircraft management pitch deck has had 30
years of constant attention and re nement.

This “purchase power” argument is frequently
accepted without critical analysis.

It’s no surprise that many aircraft owners believe
that it’s gospel – or that going independent is too
costly or burdensome; it’s part of that same sales
pitch!

“Crew training costs are available wholesale due to our
longstanding history”

Set cost training is a marketing ploy. With the right negotiation,
individual ight departments can achieve the same cost savings.

“As custodians of our clients assets, we can o set maintenance
‘surprises.’”

Having maintenance done by an ops vendor that also controls
billing to the client is a blatant example of self-dealing and can
lead to abuse.

“We scale our business to accommodate the needs of our
clients.”

Most often “your” client services/scheduler is shared with other
aircraft and owners. Your aircraft is one of many.

“When the airplane is down, you are able to use another jet in
the eet”

Of course you can use an chartered aircraft for unscheduled
interruptions, but with your own operation you can mitigate
scheduled interruptions through planning.

“We get subscription discounts…”

A well-run ight department receives the same discounts.

“We can add your jet to the eet but keep the personalized feel”

When you have a dedicated experience, who needs a
personalized feel?
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Over the last decade, technology and contract fuel aggregation
has negated these bene ts- they are now available to all with
the right fuel program.
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“We get highly preferential fuel rates worldwide”
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Reality
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What Aircraft Management Companies Claim
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There may be offsetting costs; however the results are
often highly variable and the offset does not justify the
management fees, costs, and internal red tape that are
a commonly tolerated part of management models.

Leaving Aircraft
Management

Generally, principals and corporations exit
management agreements/companies for the
following 3 reasons:

The aircraft, ight & maintenance crews are
a piece in someone else’s puzzle. You own a
private aircraft for the exibility &
capabilities. Principals & corporations nd
themselves tip-toeing around their
management company’s persona.
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Post Management…
Once the decision is made to exit aircraft
management, the goals become clear:

• Run a highly ef cient operation
• Keeping costs in-check
• Operating at the level which was

expected when the aircraft was acquired

Costs can seem excessive. Too often, aircraft
users nd themselves “managing the
management company”.
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Frequently, Charter revenue is too volatile or
demand too weak to reliably offset aircraft costs.
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• Mitigate the unexpected and manage
expectations

Transition from the management model to a
standalone ight department provides
clarity.

Send us a message

The YonderWest Role

Our business model is modular. We assist in multiple
points in the ownership cycle - each situation has a
unique set of expectations.
Common challenges to ight departments include:

•
•
•
•
•

Initial creation
Restructuring after management separation
Changes in mission pro le
Fleet renewal
Enhancement/support of in-house staff

YW can assist at any point of this ownership cycle by expertly navigating regulatory and internal
communications.

Getting an aircraft ready takes a team - from ight
and cabin crew to maintenance personnel and
operations professionals. YonderWest complements
your preexisting relationships with aircraft sales
brokers, aviation attorneys, family of ces, and
insurance specialists to execute your goals.
YonderWest can be a part of that initial foray or
provide long term operational support.
YonderWest offers retainer-based global dispatch
services. We offer tailored packages of expert ight
scheduling and international trip support, speci c to
your mission.
Looking for a partner that can support ad hoc needs
and requests when running into complex
international missions?
We are that partner.

I’ve circled the globe for nearly 20 years as
a Gulfstream Captain- and it’s more
important than ever to have an invested
Ops partner. Neil focuses on the details
and keeps the lines of communication open
between ight department leaders, crew
and vendors. Simply put – YonderWest
makes my trips easy
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Jon Lacy, G550 Captai
Boca Raton, F

Do you need to supplement your ight support/
scheduling infrastructure to reduce pilot workload
and boost productivity, morale and retention?
We’re that partner too.

Whether your mission pro le is simple or
complex; YonderWest offers a hand - designed
set of services.
The dynamic needs of Part 91 ight
departments range from logistical scheduling,
arranging off- eet charter to nancial/tax
reporting and full international ight planning &
permitting. As an evolved offering, we have no
pride of authorship - and have no desire to
push unnecessary services.
Our priority is your mission.

How YW Started
YonderWest lls a void in the private aviation
landscape.
I was disillusioned by a self-assured aircraft
management industry that frequently glori ed
trips on a eet of aircraft that they claimed
ownership - but then only grudgingly
acknowledged the needs and mission of
principals that granted that entitlement.
Meanwhile, stand-alone ight departments
routinely asked me for help on complex trips.

YonderWest is your customized, no-nonsense
ight scheduling and international trip support
partner.

Coming from a fast-paced scheduling
background in both management and privately
held ight departments, I had the pedigree and
track record to orchestrate demanding trips.
This expanded into what YonderWest is today.
YonderWest offers two core services:

• Flight Scheduling/International Trip support
• Flight department establishment.
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Flight departments trust YonderWest
as their remote operations wingman.
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The YonderWest
Solution

Scheduling Done Right

Beyond International Trip Support

The role of your Scheduler involves commonly
communicating with executive assistants, hotels,
rental car locations, FBOs, fuel providers,
household staff, pilots, maintenance, and off eet
charter vendors/fractional providers - all as an
accepted set of expectations.

SCHEDULERFRIENDLY
&
CHIEF PILOT
APPROVED

One of the most complex ight department challenges
is international operation. Despite modern technology,
most trip support vendors require operator intervention
to correct potential loss of data or detail.
YonderWest has addressed this by a direct relationship
with our partners. Your YW scheduler provides a single
packet for international travel - ight plans, ground
handling, permits, documentation, customs. Perfect.
YonderWest can arrange individual trips on a nonretainer bundle.

Your in-house team is stretched
thin. Is there justi cation for
increased headcount to
accommodate- especially if the
ight tempo is temporary?

You are tasked with creating a
new ight department- choosing
a scheduler is frequently a critical
step. The right combination of
demeanor and skills are
necessary.

YW Solution:

YW Solution:

YW Solution:

Ditch the dead weight. “your”
assigned scheduler, or account
representative, isn’t JUST yours.
Do you have enough ying to
support that person full time? YW
will provide a retainer scheduler
that can be “on” when you need
them and “off” when you don’t.

Retainer based relief dispatcher
that can “wait in the wings” and
support your team for long
weekends, extended vacations,
training events and family leave.
All with full deployment in hoursnot months.

A custom designed dispatcher
support program that grows with
your operation. – especially if you
don’t need a full time employee.

Send us a message
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Does leaving a management
company create staf ng drain? Do
you bring their people into your
operation?
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Problem:
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Is Remote Trip Support
The Right Tool For You?

Flight Department
Creation
Flight departments evolve. How they evolve, is
critical in determining the longevity, and viability,
of a ight department. When it’s time to create or
expand your ight operation, YonderWest brings
the experience required to help you set up a ight
department tailored to your needs.

Our method is a combination of
strategic analysis and execution
We will evaluate and create the ight department
which ts your needs and meets expectations.
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YonderWest provides an unbiased opinion; free
from the con ict of interest that’s inherently
present when you reach out to an aircraft
management company.

Our focus is your mission — not the “how your
aircraft bene ts an our eet” mentality.
Flight department creation is the art of
procurement and placement of the operation base,
the staff, the implementation of the operational
logistics - and deploying them.
YonderWest’s experience in private aviation
provides the perspective and knowledge, guiding
you through your most challenging moments.

It’s Time To Get In Touch

Neil Capano

Greg Andrews

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Highly sought-after dispatcher
Mission Critical Ops Expertise
Aircraft Management Iconoclast
Charter Flight Sourcing
Corporate Aviation Advisor

Let’s File a Flight Plan
YonderWest will con dentially review
your aircraft management agreement,
and operational envelope- offering an
impartial gut check on your situation.
These moments are where you need
industry veterans in your corner.

Phone
Email
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Website

805.550.2156
neil@yonderwest.aero

Visit

300+ aircraft transactions
USMC Infantry Veteran
4000 hours of ight time
Aircraft Management Leader
Southern CA Airshow Announcer

The Future of Part 91 Aviation

Don’t just let me tell you why YonderWest is
a better partner than your aircraft
management company. Let me prove it.

